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"Awesome class. Lots 

of info." -E. Martinez

"Amazing info from 

Bruce Champagne.“

-KMU

"Your class was 

great." - D. Webb

Bruce Champagne BruceChampagne
https://www.linkedin.co

m/in/bruce-

champagne-947a5944/

https://www.facebook.com/Analy

zing-Law-Enforcement-Uses-of-

Force-211256142559339/

Speaking Topics
Human Performance Factors

Law enforcement uses-of-force may be confusing to 

the media and public and could result in a loss of trust. 

This presentation addresses human physiological 

capabilities and limitations, especially under extreme 

stress, with presentation variations for investigators,  

trainers, public information officers, the media, 

attorneys, civilian review boards, and citizens.

Officer-Involved Shootings vs. Moving Vehicles

Bruce Champagne provides the unique insight and 

research of conditions associated in uses-of-force 

involving moving vehicles that he used to help defend 

criminally-charged police officers. The material will be 

helpful to policy developers, trainers, and attorneys.

Training Program Development

Providing an understanding of human physiology and 

motor program development, this presentation helps 

instructors develop comprehensive training programs 

leading to improved learning, performance, and better 

outcomes.

Four Phase Firearms Training
This training provides the basic phases of effective 

firearms training for civilians, through material 

examination and practice-a must for concealed carriers.   

Relevant. Informative. Engaging.

With his law enforcement experience and scientific 

orientation, Bruce Champagne has presented and trained 

audiences nationally, sharing his background as a speaker, 

expert witness, consultant, trainer, and media resource.

Experience: trainer, detective, SWAT, forensic diver, gang 

investigator, supervisor, community-oriented policing officer, 

gang program developer, civilian review board member.

Education: Master of Public Administration 

Bachelor of Science; Marine Biology

Past events and articles:

Offerings and rates

1 hour workshop 
Provides value through principle-

based, informative presentations

providing meaningful solutions.

$85/hr. ($1,500-$4,500)

Keynote address 
Explores potential solutions to current 

challenges through an accurate 

understanding of the conditions that 

created them and the resources 

available for solutions.

$85/hr. – ($1,800-$4,500)

Half day seminar
Through a review of relevant principles,

conditions, and practical exercises, 

attendees develop skill sets  and 

understanding. Course materials 

provided in this 4 hr. block.

$85/hr. – ($4,600-$7,200)

Full day seminar
Through a review of relevant 

principles, conditions, and practical 

exercises, attendees develop skill sets  

and understanding. Course materials 

provided in this 8 hr. block.
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